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ABSTRACT 62 
For many threatened species the rate and drivers of population decline are difficult to assess 63 
accurately: species' surveys are typically restricted to small geographic areas, are conducted over short 64 
time periods, and employ a wide range of survey protocols. We addressed methodological challenges 65 
for assessing change in the abundance of an endangered species. We applied novel methods for 66 
integrating field and interview survey data for the critically endangered Bornean orangutan (Pongo 67 
pygmaeus), allowing a deeper understanding of the species' persistence through time. Our analysis 68 
revealed that Bornean orangutan populations have declined at a rate of 25% over the last 10 years. 69 
Survival rates of the species are lowest in areas with intermediate rainfall, where complex 70 
interrelations between soil fertility, agricultural productivity, and human settlement patterns influence 71 
persistence. These areas also have highest threats from human-wildlife conflict. Survival rates are 72 
further positively associated with forest extent, but are lower in areas where surrounding forest has 73 
been recently converted to industrial agriculture. Our study highlights the urgency of determining 74 
specific management interventions needed in different locations to counter the trend of decline and its 75 
associated drivers.76 
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INTRODUCTION  77 
 The Bornean orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) is one of only two great ape species found in Asia 78 
today. The species is protected under both Malaysian and Indonesian law and is currently classified as 79 
Critically Endangered according to the IUCN Red List 1. Despite strong public and scientific interest in 80 
orangutans in addition to considerable efforts and spending to conserve the species, we do not have an 81 
accurate assessment of the rate of Bornean orangutan population decline, or the drivers of this decline. 82 
Over the years, different estimates of population sizes have been proposed by various authors (Table 83 
1), leading to confusion about the conservation status of the species. As for many threatened species, 84 
the rate of decline and the drivers of population change of orangutans are difficult to assess because of 85 
the species' cryptic behavior, and also because surveys of orangutans are typically restricted to small 86 
geographic areas, are conducted over short time periods and employ different survey protocols.  87 
 Extensive parts of the orangutan range in Borneo are remote and difficult to survey 2. 88 
Orangutan abundance is often estimated from nest count surveys 3, and a diverse range of survey 89 
protocols are employed for this purpose. Ground transect surveys of orangutan nests are the most 90 
commonly employed method 4-7, but aerial surveys of orangutan nests using a helicopter have also 91 
been successfully used in Sabah to document the exact range and population size of the species 92 
throughout the state 6, 8, 9. Surveys of orangutan nests are nevertheless typically restricted to accessible 93 
areas and often target locations with prior knowledge of orangutan occurrences, influencing the 94 
accuracy of population size estimates derived from nest count surveys 6. 95 
Interview surveys have also been used to assess orangutan occupancy 10, 11. Because interview 96 
surveys are considerably cheaper to conduct than nest count surveys, they can cover considerably 97 
larger areas, even in locations without prior orangutan occurrence reports. For instance, a recent 98 
interview survey of orangutan sightings conducted by Meijaard et al. 10 was able to cover 540 villages 99 
across the provinces of Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo) and the Malaysian state of Sabah, with ten 100 
adult respondents sampled from each village. Despite its promise, this approach is subject to an array 101 
of biases associated with respondent data 10. For example, in a forest where orangutans truly exist, the 102 
chance of orangutan sightings being reported by a respondent of a village near the forest will likely 103 
depend on the frequency of the respondent entering the forest. Accounting for variables that may 104 
influence the detection probability from each respondent can potentially minimize the bias in 105 
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orangutan occupancy rate estimations from interview surveys. Furthermore, combining interview 106 
surveys of orangutan sightings and field surveys of orangutan nests can potentially provide a robust 107 
measure of the population changes through time, but this approach has never been applied to 108 
orangutans or to other ape species. 109 
Density estimates based on orangutan nest counts are generally estimated via the Distance 110 
sampling method 12 (e.g. 5, 7-9, 13-15). An alternative approach is to link nest density estimates or 111 
occurrence data to a suite of environmental predictors via static species distribution modeling 112 
techniques 16, 17 (e.g. 18-20). Extrapolating spatial and temporal projections of orangutan density to 113 
unsurveyed locations is complicated, however, by the variable nature of nest construction and decay 21. 114 
Nest decay rates have been shown to vary spatially depending on forest type and altitude 22 and the 115 
rate of nest production is determined by the level of forest disturbance, e.g. by logging 23. Caution is 116 
therefore required when projecting future orangutan distribution or abundance using standard species 117 
distribution modeling approaches based on nest count data, as the conclusions are potentially 118 
misleading. 119 
Lowland natural forests (i.e. primary old-growth forest and degraded forests that have not 120 
been clear cut) with an altitude <500 m above sea level have been identified as the primary habitats for 121 
orangutans on Borneo 13, 24. This is primarily because the composition and structure of lowland forests 122 
supports the productivity of wild tropical fruits, which are an important component of the diet of this 123 
species. The amount of rainfall during dry and wet seasons plays an important role in determining the 124 
phenology of fruiting trees important for orangutans 25. A recent study by Wich et al. 18 further 125 
restricted the orangutan range to lowlands outside the area with high mean annual rainfall, as high 126 
rainfall leaches soils which leads to less productive forests. Rainfall is also an important determinant 127 
of agricultural productivity and thus rural livelihoods on Borneo 26, with optimal productivity 128 
occurring in areas receiving 7-9 consecutive wet months (>200 mm per month) and 2-3 consecutive 129 
dry months (<100 mm per month) 27. Despite its apparent importance, however, seasonal rainfall 130 
patterns have rarely been taken explicitly into account in determining the extent of orangutan 131 
populations (but see 19).  132 
 Contemporary anthropogenic factors have accelerated the decline of orangutans over the last 133 
centuries 28, 29, with threats including habitat loss and fragmentation due to conversion of forest to 134 
other types of land use (such as agriculture, mining and infrastructure development), killing as a result 135 
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of human-orangutan conflict, and hunting for bushmeat and wildlife trade (by killing females and 136 
capturing infants) 18, 30-33. Forest loss has been primarily driven by conversion to agricultural 137 
plantations that occurred within the boundaries of industrial plantation concessions, but not so much 138 
by logging activities within the boundary of logging concessions on natural forest 34, 35. Recent studies 139 
from Kalimantan suggest that human-orangutan conflict and its related killings increase with 140 
proximity to newly converted forest to industrial agriculture 31-33. The tendency of village communities 141 
to hunt orangutans for bushmeat was found to be driven by complex socio-economic circumstances. 142 
Hunting tends to increase with a decrease in forest cover surrounding the village and an increase in 143 
area for agriculture in the village but a decrease in income from this sector 32, 33. The proportion of 144 
Muslim populations was also found to represent a religious constraint on orangutan hunting for meat 145 
consumption 32, 36.  146 
 Because of the challenges associated with surveying and modelling the population trends and 147 
drivers of population change of Bornean orangutans (or other species), we developed a dynamic 148 
abundance modelling methodology. Our integrated dynamic population model was applied within a 149 
hierarchical Bayesian framework 37 and can (a) project the density of orangutans based on nest counts, 150 
(b) simultaneously integrate multiple types of data (i.e. nest counts from ground and aerial line 151 
transect surveys, presence-absence data from line transects and targeted surveys, and observations 152 
from interview surveys), and (c) explicitly account for the detection error inherent in each survey 153 
methodology due to associated effort. Using this novel approach we assessed the abundance and 154 
distribution of the Bornean orangutan through time and determined the contribution of climate and 155 
land use dynamics to the changes observed. 156 
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RESULTS 157 
Model diagnostics and performances 158 
Prior to fitting the model to the data, we tested for correlation among the original 159 
(unstandardized) variables and among the standardized environmental variables explaining the initial 160 
abundance, occupancy and survival rates, and found weak correlations among these variables (with 161 
absolute Pearson correlation <0.45, see Supplementary Table 1). The WinBUGS simulation converged 162 
well, as confirmed by the value of Rhat (ranged between 1 and 1.1) for all parameters, and the absence 163 
of seasonality within each Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chain plot and overlap between the 164 
three chains (Supplementary Figure 1). We also detected no apparent correlations between the 165 
posterior distributions of the coefficients of the linear and the quadratic terms for altitude (ALT), the 166 
longterm mean monthly rainfall during the dry season (DRY) and wet season (WET ) (Supplementary 167 
Figure 2), which suggests the reliability of the estimated coefficients obtained for these variables. 168 
Our dynamic abundance model performed well with a good correspondence between the 169 
simulated nest predictions and the actual observations. The average Pearson correlation coefficient for 170 
all time periods is r=0.828 (with r1997-2002=0.824, r2003-2008=0.818 and r2009-2015=0.841) and the 171 
average R2 is 0.804. The model also has a good correspondence between the simulated orangutan 172 
presence-absence and the actual observation obtained from interview surveys, with Sensitivity 173 
SN=0.812 and Specifity SP=0.726. 174 
Survey specific parameters 175 
 The probability of detecting orangutan nests from field surveys per km2 varied depending on 176 
respective survey protocol (Table 2). Aerial transects surveys had the highest probability of detecting 177 
orangutan nests (logit(1.516)-1=82%), followed by the ground transect surveys (75%).  This could be 178 
because aerial surveys were usually conducted in areas with prior knowledge of orangutan occurrences 179 
due to the cost of operating the helicopter. The occurrence data of the combined aerial and ground line 180 
transects and other targeted surveys had a lower probability of detecting the nests (64%).  181 
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 The probability of detecting orangutans via interview surveys was 15% on average if the 182 
respondent entered the forest less than once per month and 21% if they entered the forest more 183 
frequently (Table 2). The reason for low detection rates of orangutans from interview survey, in 184 
comparison to the nests from field survey, is twofold: (1) orangutans are much less common than their 185 
nests, and (2) nest count surveys are generally targeted at areas with prior knowledge of orangutan 186 
occurrences due to cost constraints. 187 
 Nest decay rate was estimated to be 228 days on average for Borneo (Table 2). This however 188 
varied slightly across different forest types, where mangrove forest had the longest time to decay (266 189 
days), followed by lowland forest (244 days), montane forest (236 days), and peat forest (209 days). 190 
Orangutan abundance by region and land use 191 
 The dynamic abundance model estimated that the density of Bornean orangutans has declined 192 
by 25% over the last ten years (Fig. 1a). We estimated the overall density of orangutans over Borneo in 193 
the period 1997-2002 was about 15 individuals per 100 km2, but the density was reduced to 10 194 
individuals per 100 km2 in 2009-2015 (Supplementary Table 2). We estimated that Central 195 
Kalimantan had the highest density of orangutans during 1997-2015, followed by Sabah, West 196 
Kalimantan, East Kalimantan, Sarawak, and North Kalimantan (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Table 2).  197 
 The distribution of orangutan populations across different land uses varied across regions. In 198 
Sabah and Sarawak, most of the orangutan populations resided within the boundaries of protected 199 
areas (PA) and logging concessions on natural forests (LOGG) (Fig. 2). In Kalimantan, the population 200 
generally resided within the boundaries of PA and LOGG and in areas without concessions (or 201 
classified as `OTHER´). Across the whole of Borneo, the proportion of orangutans residing within the 202 
boundary of PA has increased through time (Fig. 2), mainly because the orangutan populations have 203 
gradually disappeared from other land uses and/or the extent of PA had increased recently 9, 10, 20, e.g. 204 
with the establishment of the Sebangau National Park in Central Kalimantan, new contiguous 205 
protected forests between the Maliau Basin, Imbak Canyon and Danum Valley conservation areas in 206 
Sabah, and several new protected areas around the BALE (Batang Ai National Park and Lanjak 207 
Entimau Wildlife Reserve) landscapes in Sarawak. 208 
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Drivers of changes in orangutan abundance  209 
The initial abundance of orangutans per km2 was most strongly associated with the amount of 210 
rainfall during both wet (WET) and dry seasons (DRY), with the greatest abundance observed in areas 211 
of intermediate rainfall during each season (Table 2 and Fig. 3a). Survival rates also correlated most 212 
strongly with the amount of rainfall during both wet (WET) and dry seasons (DRY), however, with the 213 
rates being lowest in areas of intermediate seasonal rainfall (Table 2 and Fig. 3b). Natural forest extent 214 
(FR) was positively associated with the initial abundance and survival rates. 215 
The interactions between natural forest extent and distance to forest recently converted to 216 
industrial agriculture (FR × CFA) was positively associated with survival rates, suggesting that survival 217 
rates are lowest in areas with fragmented forest and near to new areas of industrial agriculture, as the 218 
possibility of human-orangutan conflicts increase (Table 2 and Fig. 3c). Survival rates are also 219 
positively associated with proximity to protected areas (DPA), indicating that protected areas are 220 
mitigating some threats to orangutans (Table 2).  221 
 Based on variables explaining survival rates, we assessed drivers of orangutan population 222 
decline during 1997-2015 in each region, and this includes habitat loss, human-orangutan conflicts, 223 
anthropogenic activities, and habitat fragmentation (Fig. 4). For Sabah, we estimated that orangutan 224 
population decline is driven by (1) moderate rates of habitat loss within the boundaries of LOGG, and 225 
(2) high levels of habitat fragmentation. For Sarawak, the decline is mainly driven by (1) moderate 226 
rates of habitat loss within the boundaries of LOGG, and (2) moderate anthropogenic pressure within 227 
the boundaries of LOGG and OTHER. For East and North Kalimantan, orangutan population declines 228 
were mainly driven by (1) moderate to high rates of habitat loss and (2) moderate to high intensities of 229 
human-orangutan conflicts within the boundaries of oil palm plantation concessions (OPP) and 230 
OTHER. For West and Central Kalimantan, drivers of decline include (1) moderate to high rates of 231 
habitat loss and (2) moderate to high intensities of human-orangutan conflicts within the boundaries 232 
of industrial timber plantation concessions (ITP), OPP and OTHER, (3) moderate to high 233 
anthropogenic pressure within the boundaries of ITP, OPP, LOGG and OTHER, and (4) moderate 234 
levels of habitat fragmentation. 235 
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DISCUSSION 236 
 Our analysis is the first robust population trend analysis for orangutans or other great ape 237 
species that includes quantitative assessments of drivers of change. Methodological challenges 238 
associated with determining spatial and temporal variation in ape density across large areas have so 239 
far made such studies infeasible, but our novel approach has overcome these challenges. Our analysis 240 
advances current estimates by providing the underlying population trend through time, with the 241 
species estimated to have declined at an alarming rate of 25% over the past 10 years. This contradicts 242 
crude population estimates proposed by different authors that have indicated an increasing number of 243 
orangutans across the island, reflecting increasingly available data on the species and associated 244 
survey efforts and not an absolute increase of orangutans (Supplementary Figure 3). This is mainly 245 
because the previous studies were conducted separately for each time period and they failed to take 246 
into account the dynamic process affecting the orangutan population change.  247 
Orangutan abundance and competition from humans in area with intermediate 248 
rainfall  249 
 Our model indicates that the long-term abundance of orangutans per km2 is strongly 250 
determined by seasonal rainfall, with the species being most abundant in areas receiving intermediate 251 
rainfall during the dry season (150-250 mm per month from May to September) (Fig. 3a) and the wet 252 
season (200-400 mm per month from November to March). This is comparable to Indonesian agro-253 
climatic zone B with 7-9 consecutive wet months (>200 mm per month) and around two consecutive 254 
dry months (<200 mm per month) 27. This area essentially receives the right amount of rain 255 
throughout the year and is likely able to support plenty of wild tropical fruits essential for orangutans, 256 
such as Moraceae (figs) and Anacardiaceae (mangos) 38, 39. The extent of the intermediate rainfall 257 
zone on Borneo is smaller than the extent of lowlands with altitude <500 m above sea level 258 
(Supplementary Figure 4), the range that has long been recognized as the primary niche for Bornean 259 
orangutans 11. The extent is also smaller than the area of low-moderate mean annual rainfall 260 
(Supplementary Figure 4) recently suggested by Wich et al. 18. For example, most lowlands in Sarawak 261 
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are outside the intermediate rainfall zone, as are the lowlands in the western region of Sabah and in 262 
the east of East Kalimantan (Supplementary Figure 4). Although orangutan populations may be found 263 
in some of these areas, their densities are low. The zone of intermediate rainfall mainly occurs in 264 
Central and West Kalimantan, the two provinces with currently the largest orangutan populations 265 
outside protected areas. In Sarawak, the zone of intermediate rainfall also occurs around the Batang Ai 266 
National Park and Lanjak Entimau Wildlife Reserve, where most of the orangutan populations in this 267 
state currently reside.  268 
 Besides being important for orangutans, areas with intermediate rainfall are also important for 269 
people. The climate in this zone optimally supports plant productivity and agriculture, allowing year-270 
round cultivation of crops, fruits and vegetables 27. This is supported by the fact that the proportion of 271 
agricultural areas, i.e. plantations and agriculture fields and shrublands from abandoned agriculture, 272 
outside the government-sanctioned protected areas on Borneo, increases as they are located closer to 273 
zones with intermediate rainfall (Supplementary Figure 5d). Because orangutans and humans favor 274 
the same climate zone and range, orangutans are facing severe competition from humans, as 275 
confirmed by our model where the species survival rates were lowest in this zone (Fig. 3b). In this 276 
study we were able to include both altitude and rainfall seasonal pattern as predictors explaining 277 
abundance and survival rates because there are no strong correlations between these variables 278 
(Supplementary Table 1). Altitude (and its quadratic term) by itself was found to be a non-significant 279 
predictor, suggesting that altitude indirectly affects orangutan abundance and survival rates, most 280 
likely through rainfall.  281 
 While the relationship between rainfall and orangutan abundance is relatively easy to 282 
understand from the direct impact of intermediate rainfall on the abundance of wild fruits, the 283 
connections between rainfall and orangutan survival rates are more difficult to discern and are most 284 
likely related to multifaceted consequences of changing rainfall patterns as part of global climate 285 
change and anthropogenic land use change in this area, i.e. vast conversion of forest to agriculture 35, 286 
40, 41. Forest clearing has led to the loss of orangutan habitat, as well as the loss of livelihood for 287 
communities who greatly depend on forest goods. As climate becomes more erratic, periods of wild 288 
fruit scarcity may have increased and the intensity and frequency of forest fires (often originating in 289 
drained peat swamp areas) and flooding events (due to upstream deforestation) also increased 42, 43. 290 
These severe environmental circumstances have most likely led to increased competition between 291 
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humans and orangutans 20. Displaced communities who cannot generate sufficient income from 292 
agriculture may seek other income opportunities such as hunting and poaching, or are more sensitive 293 
to conflicts with orangutans over crop-raiding 44. 294 
 The link between areas with intermediate rainfall and hunting propensity can be explained in 295 
light of recent research, suggesting that hunting tends to increase with a decrease in forest cover 296 
surrounding settlements and an increase in area for agriculture around settlements but a decrease in 297 
income from this sector 32, 33. Based on population census and land cover data among administrative 298 
districts in Kalimantan, we found that districts located within the intermediate rainfall zone have the 299 
socio-economic features that lead to higher propensities of hunting compared to districts located 300 
outside these zones. The proportions of agricultural areas outside the government-sanctioned 301 
protected areas are generally higher in districts where large proportions of these areas overlap with 302 
intermediate rainfall range (Supplementary Figure 5a). As anticipated, the proportion of forest areas 303 
within the same zones is generally lower in these districts (Supplementary Figure 5b). As the 304 
proportions of agricultural areas overlapping with the intermediate rainfall zones in a district 305 
increases, the proportion of smallholder farmers decreases (Supplementary Figure 5c) but the 306 
proportion of workers engaged in agriculture activities increases (Supplementary Figure 5d). Despite 307 
being agriculturally rich, however, the percentage of people living in poverty is generally higher in 308 
these districts that derive lots of their income from industrial-scale agriculture (Supplementary Figure 309 
5e). Also, the poverty-gap index is higher in these agriculturally rich districts (Supplementary Figure 310 
5f), indicating that profits from agricultural development accrue to a small section of society. This 311 
indicates that the current orangutan hunting activities could be exacerbated by social and economic 312 
circumstances with displaced orangutans competing with small-holder farmers that have less and less 313 
land for their own agricultural activities. The connection between socio-economic background, 314 
particularly poverty, and hunting and poaching, is generally well known based on various case studies 315 
from Asia and Africa 39, 45. However, the evidence for claims around poverty as a driver of hunting is 316 
weak, mainly because hunting has been overwhelmingly framed exclusively as an issue of conservation 317 
and biodiversity loss rather than of poverty and development 46, but that does not mean that poverty is 318 
not an important factor.  319 
 Recent studies have also found that hunting tends to increase with a decrease of Muslim 320 
populations in the village, suggesting that religious affiliation potentially provides a barrier to current 321 
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orangutan hunting 39, 42. Based on census data, we found that agriculturally rich districts located within 322 
the intermediate rainfall range in Kalimantan generally have a large proportion of non-Muslim people 323 
(Supplementary Figure 5g). This is likely because the high agricultural value has long made these areas 324 
the primary home for large indigenous communities, most of which are non-Muslims. Thus, a low 325 
proportion of Muslim populations is likely confounded within an area’s high agricultural value, 326 
without necessarily influencing the propensity to hunting and orangutan survival rates. Furthermore, 327 
our model found a minimal impact of the percentage of Muslims within districts on orangutan 328 
survival, suggesting a weak correlation between religious affiliation per se and orangutan survival 329 
rates. Furthermore, earlier study suggests that hunting for bushmeat is not solely carried out by non-330 
Muslims for their own consumptions, but also by various communities for selling the meat 39, implying 331 
that the current hunting practices are also driven by economic incentives such as trade. To inform 332 
suitable strategies for abating orangutan hunting requires a better understanding of individual hunter 333 
motivations, and the anthropological and economic motives driving them 47.  334 
 Increased contact with  humans may also increase the risk of infectious disease in orangutans, 335 
which can affect the survival rates of the species in the wild. Previous serological studies suggest that 336 
exposure to human pathogens does occur both in free-ranging and semi-captive orangutans 48. 337 
Pathogens, such as intestinal parasites, can be transmitted directly from humans 49. In rehabilitation 338 
centers, overcrowding, abnormality in the population social structure, and dietary imbalances, can 339 
exacerbate disease transmission among orangutans 48. 340 
Forest, conversion to industrial agriculture, and climate change 341 
 Our model indicates that the long-term abundance of orangutans and survival rates per km2 342 
are strongly determined by the extent of natural forest. This suggests that the reduction of forest extent 343 
alone will decrease orangutan survival rates. The loss of natural forest was found to be an equally 344 
important driver of orangutan declines across all regions of Borneo during 1997-2015 (Fig. 4). 345 
 When threats from forest clearing are absent, such as in the case of populations within the 346 
boundary of protected areas, survival rates can also decline due to decreasing forest carrying capacity, 347 
e.g. increased period of wild fruit scarcity due to climate change. Both global climate change, and 348 
climatic changes directly driven by deforestation are predicted to impact rainfall patterns on Borneo, 349 
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with some areas anticipated to experience significant rainfall reductions, such as prolonged 350 
consecutive dry months 50. Isolated forest patches of orangutan habitats are particularly prone to 351 
extinction due to this type of disturbance. This is exactly the issue currently faced by orangutan 352 
populations in Sabah. Comparison among orangutan habitat networks across different regions of 353 
Borneo shows that the average size of forest patches where orangutans currently reside are lowest for 354 
Sabah (Supplementary Figure 6a) and the distance between forest patches is also largest for this region 355 
(Supplementary Figure 6b), suggesting that the populations in this state face the highest risks due to 356 
habitat fragmentation (Fig. 4). Hence, although large proportions of orangutan populations in Sabah 357 
currently reside within the boundary of PAs, threats from global climate change and other disturbance 358 
such as disease, as described earlier, can potentially annihilate orangutan populations within a PA due 359 
to relatively small PA size and lack of connectivity among orangutans' habitats within the current PA 360 
networks 51,52. 361 
 Our model also found that survival rates were determined by the interaction between forest 362 
extent and proximity to forest recently converted to industrial agriculture. This is likely to be directly 363 
related to the increased possibility of human-orangutan conflicts, such as crop-raiding, over newly 364 
established large-scale industrial agriculture and hence killing of crop-raiding individuals 53 However, 365 
we also found that survival rates increase with proximity to PAs, indicating that forest protection is 366 
mitigating some threats to orangutans. Human-orangutan conflicts during 1997-2015 were found to be 367 
equally important drivers of orangutan declines across all regions of Borneo (Fig. 4). Although 368 
conflicts due to conversion of forest to industrial agriculture appear to occur most intensively in West 369 
and Central Kalimantan compared to other regions 31, this is probably because large orangutan 370 
populations are found in these provinces, and thus does not necessarily imply that conflicts have a 371 
relatively minimal impact on populations in other regions. 372 
 Here, we addressed human-orangutan conflicts by assessing the interaction between forest 373 
cover and proximity to forest that has been recently converted to industrial agriculture. Conflicts 374 
become less frequent with time either because orangutans become less common or adapt to the new 375 
landscape 54. This is what likely happened in extensive areas of lowland forests in Sabah that had high 376 
densities of orangutans prior to the 1960s when the forests were converted to oil palm. However, we 377 
did not take into account the possibility that the frequency of conflicts may also vary depending on 378 
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fruit scarcity. As rainfall is predicted to be more extreme in the future, increased periods of wild fruit 379 
shortages are anticipated and this could potentially affect orangutan crop-raiding behavior.  380 
Conclusion 381 
 Orangutan populations on Borneo have declined at a rate of 25% over the last 10 years. 382 
Pressure on orangutan populations in the same period of time varied substantially among regions, 383 
with the populations in Sabah, Sarawak, East and North Kalimantan experiencing relatively moderate 384 
pressure, as opposed to high pressure in West and Central Kalimantan. The co-occurrence of 385 
orangutan populations with areas most suitable for human activities has led to an enhanced risk of 386 
human-wildlife conflicts. Unless threats from climate change, land use change and other 387 
anthropogenic pressure are abated, we predict that most populations of the Bornean orangutan will be 388 
severely impacted by human activities. 389 
 Poor connectivity among orangutan habitats between the boundaries of PAs is currently the 390 
predominant threat to orangutan populations in Sabah. Orangutan populations in Sarawak, East and 391 
North Kalimantan face the same threats as West and Central Kalimantan due to habitat loss from 392 
continuing forest conversion to industrial agriculture and human-orangutan conflicts, but the latter 393 
two areas also suffer additionally from anthropogenic activities.  394 
 As the populations in different regions face different threats, specific abatement plans should 395 
be implemented to ensure the long-term persistence of the species. This includes (1) maintaining high 396 
forest cover in orangutan habitats and improving the connectivity among the remaining forest patches 397 
where orangutans live through better spatial planning for all regions of Borneo, (2) close cooperation 398 
with plantation companies, smallholder farmers and wider communities in managing conflicts with 399 
orangutans in Kalimantan, and specifically in West and Central Kalimantan (3) improving the 400 
effectiveness of anti-hunting efforts and education and (4) developing a better understanding of the 401 
underlying socio-economic motivations of hunting. 402 
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METHODS 403 
Study area 404 
 Borneo is the third-largest island in the world (approximately 740,000 km2) and is shared by 405 
the Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak and the sultanate nation of Brunei in the north, and by 406 
Indonesian provinces in the south (i.e. West, Central, South and East Kalimantan; the latter was 407 
recently divided to establish North Kalimantan province) (Fig. 5a). The island is largely mountainous, 408 
with mountains branching westward from the central core along the border between Sarawak and 409 
West Kalimantan, and a discontinuous series of mountain ranges running parallel to the east and 410 
southeast coasts of the island) (Fig. 5a). Borneo’s interior is largely mountainous but extensive 411 
lowlands and swamps occur along the coasts. A large part of Borneo is drained by navigable rivers, 412 
which represent the principal and sometimes only routes for trade and commerce, but also present 413 
barriers to orangutan dispersal 55, 56. The main rivers are the Kapuas in West Kalimantan, the Barito 414 
and Kahayan in Central Kalimantan, the Mahakam and Kayan in East Kalimantan, the Rajang and 415 
Baram in Sarawak, and the Kinabatangan in Sabah. 416 
 We divided Borneo into grid cells with a spatial resolution of 1×1 km2, and excluded Brunei and 417 
South Kalimantan as they are outside the known orangutan range. This resolution allows us to 418 
simulate orangutan dispersal from each focal cell (100 ha) to eight neighboring grid cells, resulting in a 419 
3×3 km2 dispersal block (900 ha). This resolution conforms roughly to the home ranges of female 420 
Bornean orangutans, which vary between 150 and 850 ha 57. 421 
Orangutan data  422 
 We utilized two types of orangutan data: nest counts and presence-absence data. The nest 423 
count data were obtained from line transect surveys (aerial and ground) (Fig. 5b). The presence-424 
absence data were derived from two survey approaches: 1) line transect (aerial and ground) and 425 
targeted surveys of nest observations, and 2) interview surveys of direct orangutan sightings (Fig. 5b). 426 
For each survey method, we divided the data into three time periods: 1) 1997-2002, 2) 2003-2008, and 427 
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3) 2009-2015, thus providing an analysis of the change in orangutan abundance every six years. This 428 
time interval conforms to the minimum inter-birth intervals (the time between consecutive offspring) 429 
of female Bornean orangutans 58. It also conforms roughly to the time frames of orangutan 430 
conservation plans at a national level for Indonesia 59 and at state level for Malaysia 60. 431 
 The aerial survey data mainly cover Sabah and were collected between 1999 and 2012 using 432 
helicopters following different flight routes, as described in Ancrenaz et al. 8, 9, giving a total route 433 
length of approximately 2,200 km. The ground surveys were carried out sporadically between 1997 434 
and 2015 across Borneo by various orangutan research teams and non-governmental organizations, 435 
giving a total transect length of approximately 1,200 km. The targeted surveys mainly include the 436 
reconnaissance walks, i.e. a walk following a predetermined direction through the survey area.  These 437 
surveys followed a standard established methodology to detect and record the nests of great apes 3.  438 
 To facilitate the use of nest count data collected from various methods of line transect surveys, 439 
we standardized the metric of orangutan nests to obtain a nest density estimate for each 1×1 km2 grid 440 
cell. For the ground surveys, we calculated the density of orangutan nests using the Distance sampling 441 
method, based on the perpendicular distance of each nest to the transect 12. For the aerial surveys, the 442 
data were mainly in the form of an aerial index value (AI) describing the number of nests detected per 443 
km of flight. Following Ancrenaz et al. 8, the density of orangutan nests per km2, i.e. gnest, can be 444 
estimated via: log(gnest) = 4.7297 + 0.9796 log(AI). Density estimates for each 1×1 km2 grid cell were 445 
then obtained by averaging the estimate across all aerial surveys conducted within the grid cell, giving 446 
approximately 6,500 of 1×1 km2 grid cells where orangutan nest surveys had been conducted across 447 
Borneo. These data were then used to form a matrix array of orangutan nest density Yi,j,t comprising 448 
three matrices of survey period (t), with each matrix consisting of 6,500 rows of grid cells (i) and 2 449 
columns of survey protocol (j), i.e. ground and aerial transects. 450 
 To derive the occupancy of nests in each 1×1 km2 grid cell from the ground and aerial transect 451 
and targeted surveys for each time period, we first divided the grid into sub-cells with the resolution of 452 
200×200 m2. This is to avoid duplicated reports of the same clusters of nests. If at least one survey 453 
reported the occurrence of a nest within a sub-cell, we defined that orangutan nests were observed in 454 
this sub-cell. If no orangutan nests were recorded within the sub-cell in any of the surveys, we defined 455 
that orangutan nests were unobserved in this sub-cell. We then constructed a matrix array Z_nesti,k,t 456 
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comprising three matrices of survey period (t), and with each matrix comprising 6,500 rows of grid 457 
cells (i) and 25 columns of nest observations within sub-cells (k).  458 
 The interview surveys of orangutan sightings were conducted in 540 villages across 459 
Kalimantan and Sabah in 2008 and 2009, and verification surveys in 2011, with 10 respondents in 460 
each village, as described in Meijaard et al. 10. Each respondent was asked how frequently he or she 461 
entered the forest around the village (i.e. more than once per month or less than once per month) and 462 
the last time they had seen an orangutan either in the forest or in the village (i.e. within this year or 463 
more than a year ago). Additionally, personal details of each respondent were recorded, including their 464 
age and how long they had resided in the village. Based on this information, we derived the occurrence 465 
(observed or unobserved) of orangutans in each 1×1 km2 grid cell and constructed a matrix array 466 
Z_oui,m,t, comprising three matrices of survey period (t) with each matrix consisting of 540 rows of 467 
grid cells (i) and 10 columns of respondent observations (m). Because the chance of any respondent 468 
sighting an orangutan would likely depend on that respondent's frequency of entering the forest, we 469 
also constructed a corresponding binary matrix FEi,m, coded as `1´ when respondent m entered the 470 
forest around the village in grid cell i more than once a month and `0´ when less than once a month. 471 
Dynamic abundance model 472 
The model  473 
 We adapted a dynamic population model developed by Chandler & Clark 37 for integrating 474 
count data and presence-absence data of a species. Our model generalizes the negative binomial model 475 
for open populations and assumes that abundance patterns are determined by an initial territory 476 
establishment process followed by gains and losses resulting from births, mortalities and dispersal. It 477 
also accounts for varying detection errors inherited from different survey data. Our model requires 478 
both spatial and temporal data and consists of four broad levels: 1) latent orangutan population 479 
density, 2) observed orangutan occurrence, 3) latent orangutan nest density, and 4) observed 480 
orangutan nest density and occurrence. The first level (latent orangutan population density) can be 481 
described as: 482 
 Oi,t ~ Bernoulli(φi,t)  483 
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 Noui,1 ~ Poisson(λi × Oi,1) 484 
 Si,t ~ Binomial(Noui,t-1 , θi,t) 485 
 Ri,t ~ Poisson(δi,t) 486 
 Ñoui,t+1 = Si,t + Ri,t  487 
 Noui,t+1 ~ Poisson(Ñoui,t+1 × Oi,t+1) 488 
The second level (observed orangutan occurrence) as: 489 
 Zoui,m,t ~ Bernoulli(ρoui,m,t  × Oi,t) 490 
The third level (latent orangutan nest density) as: 491 
 Nnesti,t = ψi,t × Noui,t 492 
Finally, the fourth level (observed orangutan nest density and occupancy) as: 493 
 Yi,j,t ~ Binomial(Nnesti,t , ξi,j,t)    for nest density 494 
and  Znesti,k,t ~ Bernoulli(ρnesti,k,t  × Onesti,t)  for nest occupancy 495 
where 496 
Oi,t is the latent occurrence of orangutan at grid cell i in survey period t,  497 
Noui,t  is the latent number of orangutans at grid cell i in survey period t,  498 
Si,t  is the latent number of survivors at grid cell i that do not emigrate between period t and 499 
t+1,  500 
Ri,t  is the latent number of recruits (including births and immigrants) at grid cell i between 501 
period t and t+1,  502 
Ñoui,t  is the latent number of orangutans at grid cell i in survey period t, as a result of individuals 503 
survived and recruited in the previous survey period (Si,t-1 and Ri,t-1, respecitively), 504 
Zoui,m,t  is the observed orangutan occurrence at grid cell i in survey period t from respondent m 505 
Nnesti,t is the latent number of orangutan nests at grid cell i in survey period t, 506 
Onesti,t is the latent occupancy of orangutan nests at grid cell i in survey period t, derived as a 507 
binary value of Nnesti,t 508 
Yi,j,t  is the observed nest count at grid cell i in survey period t from survey type j, 509 
Znesti,k,t  is the observed nest occurrence at sub-grid cell k and grid cell i in survey period t 510 
The parameters estimated from the model are the initial abundance rate at grid cell i (λi), survival 511 
probability and recruitment rate at grid cell i between survey period t and t+1 (θi,t and δi,t), the 512 
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orangutan occupancy rate at grid cell i and survey period t (φi,t), the scaling factor of the nest and the 513 
orangutan density at grid cell i and survey period t (ψi,t), the probability of detecting orangutan 514 
individuals from the interview survey at grid cell i and survey period t for respondent m (ρoui,m,t), the 515 
probability of detecting orangutan nests from the line transects at grid cell i and survey period t for 516 
survey type j (ξi,j,t, where j∈{aerial, ground}), and the probability of detecting orangutan nests from the 517 
line transects and other targeted surveys at sub-grid cell k and grid cell i and survey period t (ρnesti,k,t). 518 
 These parameters can be modeled by including site-specific covariates. We modeled the initial 519 
abundance rate at grid cell i, i.e. λi, as a function of altitude (ALTi), mean annual monthly rainfall 520 
during the dry season from May to September (DRYi), mean annual monthly rainfall during the dry 521 
season from November to March (WETi), the quadratic term of ALTi, DRYi and WETi, nearest distance 522 
to protected areas (DPAi,1), the proportions of Muslims per district (MSi), natural forest extent (FRi,1), 523 
and the interaction between natural forest extent and nearest distance to forest recently converted to 524 
industrial agriculture (FRi,1 × CFAi,1) that all occurred prior to 2003, i.e.  525 
log(λi) = α1 + α2 ALTi + α3 ALTi2 + α4 DRYi + α5 DRYi2 + α6 WETi  + α7 WETi2 + α8 DPAi,1 + α9 526 
MSi  + α10 FRi,1 + α11 (FRi,1 × CFAi,1)           Eq. (1) 527 
Natural forest comprised mature natural forest cover that had not been completely cleared in the last 528 
30 years 62. 529 
 The occupancy rate and the survival rate at grid cell i between period t-1 and t, i.e. φi,t and θi,t, 530 
respectively, were modeled in a similar manner as the initial abundance rate, i.e. 531 
logit(φi,t) = β1 + β2 ALTi + β3 ALTi2 + β4 DRYi + β5 DRYi2 + β6 WETi + β7 WETi2 + β8 DPAi,t + β9 532 
MSi  + β10 FRi,t + β11 (FRi,t × CFAi,t)                   Eq. (2) 533 
logit(θi,t) = η1 + η2 ALTi + η3 ALTi2 + η4 DRYi + η5 DRYi2 + η6 WETi + η7 WETi2 + η8 DPAi,t + η9 534 
MSi + η10 FRi,t + η11 (FRi,t × CFAi,t)                                    Eq. (3) 535 
We included the quadratic term of ALT, DRY and WET to test the preference of orangutan to occupy 536 
areas with intermediate values for altitude and rainfall during the dry and wet season. We also tested 537 
whether or not proximity to protected areas (DPA) increases survival rates by reducing the risk of 538 
orangutan killings. Descriptions of the covariates used to explain the initial abundance, occupancy and 539 
survival rates are given in Supplementary Method 1. 540 
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 The recruitment rate at grid cell i between period t-1 and t, i.e. δi,t , was modeled as the number 541 
of individuals in site i and the neighboring sites at the previous survey period 61, i.e.  542 
log(δi,t ) = χ + log(NEIGHi,t-1)   with  ( ) 
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where ni is the first-order neighbours surrounding grid cell i  (Moore neighborhood) and wk is a binary 544 
indicator (1 or 0) of whether grid cell i is connected to grid cell jnk ∈ . The binary indicator wk was 545 
introduced to take into account the effect of large rivers on orangutan dispersal. We used a spatial map 546 
of the main rivers in Borneo and determined numerous rivers as barriers to orangutan dispersal, e.g. 547 
Kapuas, Barito, Kahayan, Katingan, Rungan, Lamandau, Landak, Mempawah, Mendawai, Paloh, 548 
Pawan, Seruyan, Mahakam, Kayan, Rajang, Baram and Kinabatangan. To build wk, we first 549 
constructed a vector of straight lines that connect the centre point of grid cell i and the centre point of 550 
each adjacent grid cell jnk ∈  63. This is to simulate the possible dispersal routes taken by an orangutan 551 
from grid cell i to the surrounding grid cells. We then intersected this line with the river barrier layer. 552 
We assumed wk=0 if at least one intersection was found within grid cell jnk ∈  (i.e. rivers prevent 553 
orangutan dispersal from grid cell i to grid cell k) and wk=1 if no intersection was found. 554 
 In earlier studies, the density of orangutans at grid cell i, i.e. goui, has typically been estimated 555 
by the following equation 556 
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where bi is the proportion of nest builders, i.e. juveniles less than around 3 years of age are unlikely to 558 
build nests 64, qi is the daily rate of nest production, and di is the nest decay rate or the number of days 559 
a nest remains visible. Based on previous studies in Borneo, the proportion of nest builders has been 560 
estimated at around 0.9 4, 7, 23. The average daily rate of nest production for Bornean orangutans has 561 
been estimated to range between 1 and 1.2 4, 7, 23, but this can fluctuate depending on the level of forest 562 
disturbance, i.e. between primary and logged over forest 23. Generally, the multiplication of bi and qi 563 
results in a value around 1. The nest decay rate is much more uncertain, however, ranging between 85 564 
to over 800 days 21−23 and has been shown to vary across different forest types and with altitude 4, 7, 23. 565 
Hence, to take into account the variability in the total denominator of Eq. (5) across different grid cells 566 
i and survey periods t, we modeled ψi,t  as 567 
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 ψi,t = 100 × (γ0 + γ1 MGVi,t + γ2 PTi,t + γ3 LOWLi,t + γ4 MONTi,t + γ5 FRGMi,t)  Eq. (6) 568 
where MGVi,t is a binary variable denoting whether or not the majority of forest at grid cell i and time t 569 
are mangrove forest, and similarly PTi,t for peat forest, LOWLi,t for lowland forest (altitude <500 m), 570 
MONTi,t for montane forest (altitude ≥500 m), and FRGMi,t for highly fragmented forest (<25 ha per 571 
km2).  572 
 The probability of detecting orangutans from the interview surveys at grid cell i and time t for 573 
respondent m, i.e. ρoui,m,t, was modeled as a function of respondents’ frequency for entering the forest 574 
around the village (1 for more than once a month and 0 for less than once a month), i.e. FEi,m, such 575 
that 576 
 logit(ρou i,m,t) = υ1 + υ2 FEi,m                                  Eq. (7) 577 
 The probability of detecting orangutan nests at grid cell i and time t and for survey j (j∈{aerial, 578 
ground}), i.e. ξi,j,t,  was modeled constant for each survey type, such that 579 
  logit(ξi,j,t) = μj                       Eq. (8) 580 
Finally, the probability of detecting orangutan nests at sub-grid cell k and grid cell i and time t for line 581 
transects and other targeted surveys, i.e. ρnesti,k,t,  was modeled constant, such that 582 
  logit(ρnest i,k,t) = ζ                      Eq. (9) 583 
Model fitting and evaluation 584 
 We used WinBUGS Version 1.4.3 65 to estimate the parameter posterior distributions and the 585 
regression coefficients for λi, φi,t, θi,t, δi,t, ψi,t, ρoui,m,t, ξi,j,t, and ρnesti,k,t. The WinBUGS code for the 586 
dynamic abundance model is provided in Supplementary Method 2. We assumed a vague prior for 587 
each parameter, as described in Table 2.  588 
 We ran three Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains, where each chain consists of 589 
100,000 iterations and the first 50,000 were discarded as burn-in.  To improve convergence and to 590 
reduce the autocorrelation in the MCMC chain, we standardized all variables prior to model fitting. 591 
Prior to fitting the model to the data, we tested the correlation among the original (unstandardized) 592 
environmental variables explaining λ, φt and θt, i.e. variables  ALT, DRY, WET, DPA, MS, FR and CFA, 593 
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and also among the standardized variables. Convergence for each model parameter was assessed from 594 
the values of Rhat statistics and visualization of the chain plot of the MCMC iterations. Rhat values 595 
around 1 and the absence of seasonality within each chain plot and overlap among the chains indicate 596 
convergence. We also tested for correlations among posterior distributions of the coefficients, 597 
especially between the linear and the quadratic terms of variables ALT, DRY and WET, to ensure 598 
correct functional forms were specified for these variables and the coefficients were not biased. 599 
 The goodness-of-fit of the model was assessed by comparing the simulated nest abundance 600 
predictions for each time period with the observed nest counts. For each simulated prediction and time 601 
period, we calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient r and also fitted a linear regression between 602 
the predicted values and the observed values to calculate the R2 value 66. We also validated the 603 
simulated orangutan presence-absence predictions for each time period against the actual 604 
observations based on interview surveys. In the validation dataset, we defined "presence" in a village if 605 
at least one respondent reported the occurrence of orangutan, and we defined "absence" if more than 606 
50% of the respondents who enter the forest more than once a month had never seen the species. We 607 
used the proportions of correctly predicted presence or Sensitivity (SN) and the proportions of 608 
correctly predicted absence or Specifity (SP) as the measure of performance. SN and SP values close to 609 
one indicate high accuracy. 610 
Assessing orangutan abundance change among regions and land uses 611 
 We assessed orangutan population trends by measuring the change in the number of 612 
individuals obtained from the simulated predictions. We investigated how the trends vary across 613 
different regions (states and provinces), as well as across different land uses. We considered five land 614 
use categories: (1) protected areas (PA), (2) logging concessions on natural forests (LOGG), (3) 615 
industrial timber plantation concessions (ITP), (4) oil palm plantation concessions (OPP), and (5) 616 
outside protected areas, infrastructure and urban areas and without concessions, mostly small-scale 617 
agriculture and smaller forest patches (OTHER). We obtained spatial boundary data for protected 618 
areas, logging concessions, timber plantation concessions, and oil palm concessions for Kalimantan, 619 
Sabah and Sarawak for 2000, 2006 and 2012 from various sources (see Supplementary Method 3). 620 
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Assessing drivers of orangutan population decline among regions and land uses 621 
 To inform orangutan conservation planning, we assessed the drivers of orangutan population 622 
decline in each region. This was achieved mainly by relating the environmental covariates explaining 623 
survival rates in Eq. (3) across 1×1 km2 grid cells where orangutans are predicted to occur with known 624 
actual threats observed on Borneo. These threats includes: 1) habitat loss, i.e. the loss of natural forest 625 
of orangutan habitats, 2) human-orangutan conflicts, 3) anthropogenic human activities, such as 626 
hunting and poaching, and 4) habitat fragmentation, i.e. breaking up intact forest habitats into small 627 
forest patches. 628 
 The decline of orangutan population due to habitat loss in grid cell i at time period t, i.e. 629 
HLOSSi,t, was related specifically to forest cover covariate FRi,t (i.e. the 10th additive component in Eq. 630 
(3)). We measured habitat loss based on counterfactual analysis, i.e. the discrepancy between the 631 
survival rates under the `counterfactual assumption of no forest loss, or forest cover remains the same 632 
as in the previous time period (FRi,t-1)´ versus `the actual forest cover in that period (FRi,t)´, such that 633 
 HLOSSi,t = FRi,t-1 - FRi,t 634 
High HLOSSi,t implies low orangutan survival rate, or high contribution of habitat loss to population 635 
decline in grid cell i at time period t.  636 
 The decline of orangutan population due to human-orangutan conflicts in grid cell i at time 637 
period t, i.e. CONFLi,t, was related specifically to the interaction between forest cover FRi,t and the 638 
distance to newly converted forest to industrial agriculture CFAi,t (i.e. the 11th additive component in 639 
Eq. (3)), such that 640 
 CONFLi,t = FRi,t × CFAi,t 641 
Low CONFLi,t implies low orangutan survival rate, or high contribution of human-orangutan conflicts 642 
to population decline in grid cell i at time period t.  643 
 For measuring the decline of orangutan population due to anthropogenic activities in grid cell i 644 
at time period t, i.e. ANTHi,t, we used monthly rainfall during the dry DRYi and the wet seasons WETi 645 
and proximity to protected areas DPAi,t as proxy (i.e. 4−8th additive components in Eq. (3)), such that 646 
 ANTHi,t = tiiiii DPAWETWETDRYDRY ,8
2
76
2
54 ˆˆˆˆˆ ηηηηη ++++  647 
where 87654 ˆ and  ,ˆ  ,ˆ  ,ˆ  ,ˆ ηηηηη are the estimated coefficients obtained from WinBUGS simulations. This is 648 
because seasonal rainfall patterns determine socio-economic structure and livelihoods on Borneo 34. 649 
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Additionally, protected areas were assumed to provide a refuge for the species against hunting and 650 
poaching 11. Low ANTHi,t implies low orangutan survival rate, or high contribution of anthropogenic 651 
activities to population decline in grid cell i at time period t.  652 
 To obtain the relative influence of habitat loss as a driver of orangutan population decline for 653 
each region, we averaged HLOSSi,t across all grid cells where orangutans are predicted to occur within 654 
the respective region. To obtain the relative influence of human-orangutan conflicts and 655 
anthropogenic activities as drivers of population decline for each region, we applied similar procedure 656 
to CONFLi,t and ANTHi,t, respectively. We also assessed how these drivers vary across different land 657 
uses (i.e. LOGG, ITP, OPP and OTHER) within each region.  658 
 For habitat fragmentation, we assessed this as a driver over the entire orangutan distribution 659 
range across different landscapes within the region. Because territorial ranges of orangutans, 660 
especially the females, are generally restricted to a maximum of 850 ha 55, the species’ dispersal 661 
opportunities between habitat fragments are generally limited. This implies that landscapes with 662 
isolated forest patches of orangutan habitats (i.e. fragmented habitats) have a higher risk of orangutan 663 
decline due to lower colonization rates than landscapes with better habitat connectivity. The relative 664 
influence of habitat fragmentation as a driver of orangutan population decline in a region , i.e. FRAG, 665 
was estimated as the interaction between the mean size of contiguous forest where orangutan occurred 666 
and the mean reciprocal distance of each contiguous forest to the nearest forest patch. Low FRAG 667 
implies low orangutan survival rate, or high contribution of habitat fragmentation to population 668 
decline.669 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 861 
Fig. 1. Rate of decline of the Bornean orangutan over the last ten years (a) and the 862 
estimates of orangutan density by region (b). These maps were generated using ArcGIS 10.4 863 
and the data are available at https://figshare.com/s/c8ec56a72628f256b3a8. 864 
Fig. 2. Distributions of orangutan populations across different regions and land uses in 865 
three consecutive time periods between 1997 and 2015. Land use appraised include protected 866 
areas (PA), logging concessions on natural forest (LOGG), industrial timber plantation concessions 867 
(ITP), oil palm concessions (OPP), and outside protected areas, infrastructure and urban areas and 868 
without concession (OTHER).  869 
Fig. 3. The effect of seasonal rainfall, forest cover, and distance to forest recently 870 
converted to industrial agriculture, on the orangutan abundance and survival rates. The 871 
relationship between the monthly mean rainfall during the dry season (DRY) and wet season (WET)  872 
on the orangutan abundance in the initial time period 1997-2002 (a) and the survival rate every six 873 
years between 1997 and 2015 (b). The effect of forest cover (FR) on orangutan survival rate, with 874 
varying distances to forest recently converted to industrial agriculture (CFA) (c). 875 
Fig. 4. The relative importance of drivers of orangutan decline during 1997-2015 by 876 
region and land use. Drivers include habitat loss, human-orangutan conflicts, anthropogenic 877 
activities, and habitat fragmentation. Land uses appraised include logging concessions on natural 878 
forest (LOGG), industrial timber plantation concessions (ITP), oil palm concessions (OPP), and 879 
outside protected areas, infrastructure and urban areas and without concession (OTHER). Level of 880 
importance was assessed based on percentile values of the associated threat across different regions 881 
(a), and across different regions and land uses (b), i.e. Strong (red): >75th percentile, Moderate 882 
(orange): 50-75th percentile, Mild (green):  25-50th percentile, and Minimal (dark green): <25th 883 
percentile. 884 
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Fig. 5. Maps of the study area and orangutan surveys. A topographic map of Borneo with 885 
regional boundaries and rivers, derived from the SRTM digital elevation data 75 district maps provided 886 
by the Indonesian Geospatial Information Agency 76 and GADM database of Global Administrative 887 
Areas 77 and river networks provided by the HydroSHEDS 78 and visual inspection via Google Earth (a). 888 
The locations of orangutan surveys conducted over the last two decades: line transect surveys of 889 
orangutan nests (ground and aerial), interview surveys of direct orangutan sightings, and presence 890 
points of nest and individual sightings (b). These maps were generated using ArcGIS 10.4 and the data 891 
are available at https://figshare.com/s/4ca9f2ae131d6a201751.892 
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TABLES 893 
Table 1. Total population estimates of the Bornean orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) made by various 894 
authors. 895 
Time 
period 
Population 
range estimates 
Authors 
   
1961-1970 1,000 - 4,000 Harrisson 67, Schaller 68 and Reynolds 69 
1971-1980 15,000 - 90,000 Rijksen 70
1981-1990 37,000 - 156,000 MacKinnon 71 
1991-2000 19,000 - 65,000 Rijksen & Meijaard 11, MacKinnon 72 Sugardjito & van 
Schaik 73 
2001-2010 54,000 - 62,675 Wich et al. 13 and Singleton et al. 74 
2011-2015 >100,000 Wich et al. 18 
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Table 2. Posterior means and the 95% credible interval (CI) of the mean for each parameter 896 
explaining the latent orangutan population density (first level of the orangutan dynamic abundance 897 
model), the observed orangutan occurrence (second level of the orangutan dynamic abundance 898 
model), latent orangutan nest density (third level), and the observed orangutan nest density and 899 
occurrence (fourth level).  900 
Model level 
and sub-model 
Scale 
(Prior) 
Variable 
(Parameter) 
Posterior parameter 
Mean 95% CI 
First level: Latent orangutan population density 
Initial abundance in 
1997-2002 
(λi in Eq. (1)) 
Log 
(U[-8,8]) 
Intercept (α1) 1.023 (0.901 , 1.151) 
ALT (α2) 0.021 (0.001 , 0.047)
ALT2 (α3) -0.025 (-0.051 , -0.004)
DRY (α4) 3.781 (3.162 , 4.331)
DRY2 (α5) -3.892 (-4.102 , -3.662)
WET (α6) 3.951 (2.920 , 4.614)
WET2 (α7) -4.162 (-4.621 , -3.712)
DPA1 (α8) -0.072 (-0.114 , -0.024)
MS (α9) 0.001 (0.000 , 0.004)
FR1 (α10) 0.881 (0.621 , 1.161) 
FR1 × CFA1 (α11) 0.071 (0.022 , 0.112)
Occupancy rates 
(φi,t in Eq. (2)) 
Logit 
(U[-6,6]) 
Intercept (β1) 1.423 (1.361 , 1.489) 
ALT (β2) 0.181 (0.085 , 0.271)
ALT2 (β3) -0.123 (-0.227 , -0.023) 
DRY (β4) 3.621 (3.243, 3.991) 
DRY2 (β5) -3.422 (-3.842 , -3.012)
WET (β6) 3.049 (2.641, 3.449) 
WET2 (β7) -3.664 (-4.021 , -3.304)
DPAt (β8) -0.036 (-0.093 , 0.014)
MS (β9) 0.005 (0.001 , 0.006) 
FRt (β10) 0.872 (0.511 , 1.236) 
FRt × CFAt (β11) 0.049 (0.014 , 0.079)
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Table 2 cont.  901 
Model level 
and sub-model 
Scale 
(Prior) 
Variable 
(Parameter) 
Posterior parameter 
Mean 95% CI 
     
First level: Latent orangutan population density
     
Survival rates 
(θi,t  in Eq. (3)) 
Logit
(U[-4,4]) 
Intercept (η1) 2.662 (2.412 , 2.902)
ALT (η2) -0.017 (-0.052 , 0.015) 
ALT2 (η3) 0.025 (0.005 , 0.053)
DRY (η4) -0.788 (-1.315 , -0.248)
DRY2 (η5) 0.721 (0.146 , 1.301) 
WET (η6) -0.514 (-1.164 , 0.116)
WET2 (η7) 0.537 (0.017 , 1.047) 
DPAt (η8) -0.136 (-0.161 , -0.110) 
MS (η9) 0.012 (0.000 , 0.026)
FRt (η10) 0.133 (0.052 , 0.212) 
FRt × CFAt (η11) 0.215 (0.101 , 0.324) 
     
     
Recruitment rate 
(δi,t  in Eq. (4)) 
Log 
(U[-6,6]) 
Intercept (χ) -2.265 (-2.317 , -2.215)
     
Second level: Observed orangutan occurrence 
   
Orangutan detection rate from 
interview surveys 
(ρoui,m,t  in Eq. (7)) 
Logit 
(U[-4,4]) 
Intercept (υ1) -1.726 (-1.982 , -1.476) 
FEm (υ2) 0.417 (0.197 , 0.647)
     
     
Third level: Latent orangutan nest density 
   
Scaling factor of nest counts 
and orangutan density 
(ψi,t in Eq. (6)) 
Normal 
(U[-10,10])
Intercept (γ0) 2.279 (2.092 , 2.459) 
MGV (γ1) 0.385 (0.041 , 0.725)
PT (γ2) -0.193 (-0.302 , -0.093) 
LOWL (γ3) 0.165 (-0.036 , 0.369) 
MONT (γ4) 0.079 (-0.102 , 0.264)
FRGM (γ5) -0.153 (-0.251 , -0.063) 
     
     
Fourth level: Observed orangutan nest density and occurrence 
   
Nest detection rate from line 
transect surveys (density) 
(ξi,j,t in Eq. (8)) 
Logit 
(U[-4,4]) 
Intercept (μaerial) 1.516 (1.115 , 1.920) 
Intercept (μground) 1.097 (0.715 , 1.481)
Nest detection rate from line 
transect and targeted surveys 
(occurrence) 
(ρnesti,k,t in Eq. (9)) 
Logit
(U[-4,4]) 
Intercept (ζ) 0.574 (0.198 , 0.944)
     
 902 





